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About This Software

Hindenburg VR
“ The virtual window to the past “

Slightly colorized by imagination but still the detailed and genuine 3D reconstruction of largest flying machine ever built - LZ
129 Hindenburg.

Immerse yourself to the virtual reality and explore the exterior and interior of the airship, read the story behind, enjoy the
experience of flight and soak up the atmosphere on board.

Meet the history using the technology of the future, educate yourself through play.
80th Anniversary of the last flight of Hindenburg LZ -129 (3-6 May 1937).

Be prepared to know everything about its design.

Features:
4 Experience Modes - Explore, Disaster, Night and RC
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1. Explore Mode:
Exploration of exterior and interior of the airship

Voiceover of the Hindenburg story
Titles

Blueprints, Drawing
Aim Teleport, Free step, Layers toggle, Mini map, Direct Teleport

2. Disaster Mode:
Observation and experience of the crash from all angles

Aim Teleport, Free step, Mini map, Direct Teleport

3. Night Mode:
Exploration of exterior and interior of the airship in the dark

Aim Teleport
Flashlight

4. RC Mode:
Flying with small remote control airship
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Title: Hindenburg VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education
Developer:
Michal Bárta
Publisher:
3DA
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: W7, W8.1, W10

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: HTC VIVE Headset

English
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Pretty cool game, remind me of a flash game called Flak Boy, this♥♥♥♥♥♥was lit goddamn !! Thats why i love so much
Happy Room, i have all those flashback of me when i was playing Flak Boy.. Great look into the AZ indie development scene. I
really enjoyed the soundtrack to the movie as well. As a fan of indie games, it was cool to see such passion and support from not
only fellow developers, but from Game CoLab and the others behind the jam.

I only wished it had been longer! I'd be interested to know about the winning teams future projects and what they're up to. A
sequel perhaps?

This is a really well done film about the creative process behind game development. It's motivated me to check out the jam in
my city!. Fun game, but just too bad there isn't more workshopcontent.... Having played with SGB, all I can say is that
development is VERY EASY and you can teach your child to create games within a day on it. Below are the pros and cons that I
have seen for the past few days I've been using it.

Pros
- Easy to use
- You can easily create windows and mobile games on it
- You just need logic to create good games
- good library of resource to start with
- support/community is quite awesome by the way

Cons
- If you are into advanced scripting, then you will be very limited to the engine itself (BUT you can still modify it on UNITY
after you're done)
- Library is good BUT can still be improved
- Not as powerful as RPG Maker MV when it comes to scripting

Overall, I can recommend this to those aspiring programmers and kids to hone their skills on conditions and logic. If you are
though into advanced scripting (which this doesn't support) then better get other engine as this is quite limited as of this review
(the support/community is quite awesome by the way). So either you buy it on sale or not, I can say it's already quite bang for
the buck even at full price vs the experience you will get developing your first game.. WELP !!! This one Classic japanese old
style game where it doesnt have to much of a story and game mechanic... but it was quite a challenge since if you die you start
from the beginning.... It was an OK game since its cheap but could've been a little bit cheaper but im still ok with the price... So
buy it if you have more free time and a little bit money, and also if you got bored from your main everyday game....

7.15/10. The game is no fun. It's more like a hyper train repair simulator. That's what you do most of the time. They already
received some feedback a few month ago, more than they deserve. Since the last update of this game they announced 2 more
(simple minded?) games. I can't see any signs of life that the devs are still working on this game. Right now it looks abandoned.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. Be careful about the developer "Dreambakers" and don't trust them before they do anything good
to this game to bring it on track.. This game is very fun so far, i have only played it a small amount of time, and i do not think i
am going to be playing Civilization for a long time. There are so many different options to choose once you get your game
started, your playthrough will not be the same each time. ∞/ ∞. graphics stuck at low
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Really good game--a little frustrating at the beginning when I couldn't figure out what to do about the bloodstain but after that it
was smooth sailing. Art is beautiful, playing as an animal is a good change, and even though im still not really sure what the
whole story behind the stag's hunter is I'm hella intrigued.

Solid game!. This game has good consept an pretty good looking cars, but sucks in every other way! Physics ARE TRASH!!!!!!
no clutch option oh yeah AND THEY NEVER UPDATE THIS THING WAITING AND WAITNG FOR MORE DLC CARS
AND NOTHING. PROS:
Good music.
100% achievements.
Decent UI\/fonts.
3 gamemodes, each one have 4 difficulties.
I like this idea in order to play, you have to hit P or O for options. Remind me of the old DOS games, no mouse only
keyboard.

CONS:
Nothing about hacking (-_-)
It's a "Guess the word" type of game, where you have to guess the missing letters.
Repetitive from the start.
Somehow buggy.

\u2582\u2583\u2585\u2587\u2588 Final judgement: 40\/100 \u2588\u2587\u2585\u2583\u2582. Great game just the
same as 15 years ago.. :) Picked it up for 0.50\u20ac, totally worth. Still some little bugs but the game is cute overall :D.
Absolutely crap
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